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Abstract: In this study, we perform a statistical investigation of the kinematic classification of 4,264
coronal mass ejections (CMEs) from 1996 to 2015 observed by SOHO/LASCO C3. Using the constant
acceleration model, we classify these CMEs into three groups: deceleration, constant velocity, and accel-
eration motion. For this, we devise three different classification methods using fractional speed variation,
height contribution, and visual inspection. The main results of this study can be summarized as follows.
First, the fractions of three groups depend on the method used. Second, about half of the events belong
to the groups of acceleration and deceleration. Third, the fractions of three motion groups as a function of
CME speed are consistent with one another. Fourth, the fraction of acceleration motion decreases as CME
speed increases, while the fractions of other motions increase with speed. In addition, the acceleration
motions are dominant in low speed CMEs whereas the constant velocity motions are dominant in high
speed CMEs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are magnetized plasma
ejected from the Sun. They have been regarded as one
of major causes of interplanetary disturbances (Shee-
ley et al. 1985; Cane et al. 1987). The kinematics of
several CMEs have been explained by flux rope models
(Chen 1996; Chen et al. 1997, 2000; Krall et al. 2001;
Chen & Krall 2003) in which the eruptions of the CMEs
are mainly driven by Lorentz force.

Interplanetary CME propagation is affected by so-
lar wind plasma (Gopalswamy et al. 2001). The so-
lar wind makes the aerodynamic drag force influenc-
ing CME propagation (Vrsnak 2001; Vrsnak & Gopal-
swamy 2002; Nakagawa et al. 2006; Shamugaraju et al.
2009). This drag is one of main sources of CME kine-
matics (Vrsnak et al. 2004; Vrsank et al. 2010). Mal-
oney & Gallagher (2010) found that the fast CMEs de-
celerated and the slow CMEs accelerated toward typi-
cal solar wind (SW) velocities via the drag force using
the 3 CMEs observed STEREO SECCHI. They also
found that the fast CMEs show a linear dependence
on the velocity difference between CME and SW, while
the slow CMEs show a quadratic dependence. On the
other hand, Sachdeva et al. (2015) investigated 8 well
observed CMEs using data from STEREO COR2, HI-
1 and H1-2 and SOHO LASCO C2 and C3 and found
that aerodynamic drag of solar wind accounts for the
dynamics of the fast CMEs. Here, several slow CMEs
propagate at roughly constant speed and neglect the
aerodynamic drag. Sachdeva et al. (2017) investigated
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38 CMEs observed by the SOHO and STEREO and
found that Lorentz force becomes negligible in compar-
ison to aerodynamic drag as early as 3.5–4 R⊙. For slow
CMEs, however, it become negligible only by 12–50 R⊙.

Gosling et al. (1976) attempted to classify 66 CMEs
according to flare or eruptive-prominence associations
and found that flare-associated CMEs are faster than
eruptive-prominence-associated CMEs. MacQueen &
Fisher (1983) reported that flare-associated CMEs had
fast speeds with small accelerations, while filament-
associated CMEs had slow speeds with large acceler-
ations. Gopalswamy et al. (2000) found that CMEs
having slower speed than solar wind tend to accelerate,
whereas CMEs having faster speed than solar wind tend
to decelerate. Andrews & Howard (2001) divided CMEs
into acceleration events (Type A) and constant speed
events (Type C), and they found that Type C events are
usually brighter, larger, and faster than Type A events
and may be associated with X-ray flares. Moon et al.
(2002) divided 3,217 CMEs into flare associated and
eruptive filament associated, and found that the for-
mer was generally fast and decelerated, while the lat-
ter was slow and accelerated. Yurchyshyn et al. (2005)
found that velocity distributions of accelerating and de-
celerating CMEs show a lognormal distribution that
was nearly identical, suggesting that the same driv-
ing mechanism of a nonlinear nature is acting in slow
and fast CMEs. Chen et al. (2006) found that the
flare-associated and filament eruption-associated CMEs
are a continuum of events rather than two distinct
types. Zhang & Dere (2006) found a universal scaling
relation between the acceleration amplitude and dura-
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tion in 50 CMEs that have both main acceleration in
the inner corona (< 2 R⊙) and residual acceleration
in the outer corona (2–30 R⊙). In their study, the
mean and standard deviation of the residual accelera-
tion are 1.0 and 25.3 m/s2, which are much smaller than
those of the main acceleration (330.9 and 644.8 m/s2).
Shamugaraju et al. (2013) divided 212 CMEs asso-
ciated with Decameter-to-Hectometer type II radio
bursts (DH CMEs) into three groups: strongly accel-
erating CMEs (> 15 m/s2), approximately constant
speed CMEs (−15 ≤ a ≤ 15 m/s2), and strongly de-
celerating CMEs (< −15 m/s2). They found that there
are anti-correlation between speed and acceleration in
the decelerating CMEs, and positive correlation in the
accelerating CMEs.

The Large Angle and Spectrometric coronagraph
(LASCO, Brueckner et al. 1995) on board the SOlar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO, Domingo et al. 1995)
have observed CMEs since 1996. The SOHO/LASCO
online catalog has recorded CME properties. This on-
line catalog provides the speeds and accelerations of
CMEs via least square fittings (Yashiro et al. 2004).
There have been several studies to find CME properties
with dividing the CMEs motions. However, the crite-
ria are only acceleration values provided from LASCO
online catalog. (Gopalswamy et al. 2000; Andrews &
Howard 2001; Moon et al. 2002; Shamugaraju et al.
2013). Shamugaraju et al. (2013) divided CMEs with
the acceleration value (15 m/s2), which just indicates
the significant value of acceleration. In this study we
attempt to classify CMEs motions based on statistics
and CME height-time profiles.

In this study, we investigate the kinematic motions
of 4,264 CMEs in LASCO C3 field with the constant ac-
celeration model. We classify these CME motions into
three types of motions: deceleration, constant veloc-
ity, and acceleration. To classify the CME motions,
we devise three classification methods using fractional
speed variation, height contribution, and visual inspec-
tion. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
explain the LASCO C3 CME data used for this study.
We present the classification methods to classify the
CME motions in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
and discuss our results of this study. A brief summary
and conclusion are given in Section 5.

2. DATA

We consider about 27,000 LASCO CMEs from 1996 to
2015. The SOHO/LASCO detects CMEs with the two
coronagraphs C2 and C3. The inner coronagraph C2
covers a field of view (FOV) from 2.1 to 6 R⊙. The
outer coronagraph C3 covers a FOV from 4 to 32 R⊙.
The online catalog records the observed CME prop-
erties and polynomial CME properties (Yashiro et al.
2004). The observed CME properties are the height
as a function of time, apparent position angle, and the
angular width. The polynomial CME properties are
apparent speed and acceleration obtained by fitting the
height with the first and second order polynomial as a
function of time.

From the cataloged CMEs, we select 4,264 CME
events satisfying the following criteria: (1) CME angu-
lar widths are larger than sixty degrees, (2) the number
of measured data points is at least 5 in the C3 FOV,
and (3) we exclude CMEs remarked poor events which
indicate the CMEs have less than 2 quality index. For
each event, we use only C3 data to minimize the possi-
ble kinematic errors near the interface region between
LASCO C2 and C3, which was also noted by Wen et al.
(2007) who estimated least square fit error for the CMEs
observed by LASCO C2 and C3. They found that only
less than 10% of all observed CMEs can extract the sign
of the acceleration above 5 R⊙. They also found that
the error of C3 has a constant value of about 0.25 R⊙
above 5 R⊙. Thus, our interest is given to outer corona
to understand CME kinematics in 4–32 R⊙.

3. CLASSIFICATION METHOD

To classify the CME motions, we apply the constant ac-
celeration model to CME height-time data. The equa-
tion of motion of the constant acceleration model is
given by

h = h0 + v0t+
1

2
at2 (1)

where h0 is initial height, v0 is initial speed, a is ac-
celeration, and t is time. Here, v0 and a are different
from those of the LASCO online catalog because we use
only C3 data. We perform the least square fittings of
CME heights as a function of time with a second order
polynomial. As a result, we obtain the initial speeds
and accelerations of all CMEs. From this, we obtain
the root mean square error (RMSE) between observed
heights and fitted ones for all CMEs. The average (mR)
and standard deviation (σR) of RMSE are 0.2 R⊙ and
0.09 R⊙, respectively. Our estimation is comparable
with that of Wen et al. (2007), who estimated the error
of about 0.25 R⊙ above 5 R⊙. These values imply that
the evolution of CMEs is well explained by the constant
acceleration model. We devise the three classification
methods using fractional speed variation, contribution
of acceleration to the CME travelling height, and visual
inspection of CME height-time plots.

Most of the CMEs under consideration well fol-
low the constant acceleration model. As counter
examples, we examine 33 CMEs with large RMSE
(> mR+3σR). We take a look at height-time data
of these CMEs and their corresponding trajectories.
Among them, 10 CMEs show quasi-periodic oscilla-
tory patterns (Shamugaraju et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2015;
Takahashi et al. 2017) and 12 CMEs are influenced by
subsequent CMEs (Lyons & Simnett 1999; Moon et al.
2004; Bemporad et al. 2012). We carefully inspected
the other 11 CMEs. They have a few observed points
and have long time intervals between observed points.
Thus it is not easy to discuss these events. Further in-
vestigations of these CMEs are beyond the scope of this
paper and will be made in the future.
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Figure 1. The fractional speed variation distribution and a
Gaussian fitting (red line) to it. The standard deviation of
the Gaussian fitting is 0.3.

3.1. Classification by Fractional Speed Variation
The speed variation (∆v) in the constant acceleration
motion is given by

∆v = vf − v0 = a(tf − t0), (2)

where v0, vf , t0 and tf are initial velocity, final ve-
locity, initial time, and final time, respectively. We
take the first and last CME profile data for vf and
v0, respectively. Here, the fractional speed variation
is defined as ∆v/v0. Figure 1 shows the histogram of
fractional speed variations of 4,264 CMEs and the cor-
responding Gaussian fitting whose standard deviation
(σfsv) is 0.3. We classify the CME motions accord-
ing to the following criteria: (1) the deceleration group
if ∆v/v0 < −σfsv, (2) the constant velocity group if
−σfsv ≤ ∆v/v0 ≤ σfsv, and (3) the acceleration group
if ∆v/v0 > σfsv. As a result, we obtain 518 CMEs for
the deceleration, 2,523 CMEs for the constant velocity,
and 1,223 CMEs for the acceleration.

3.2. Classification by Height Contribution
We estimate how large CME acceleration contributes to
the CME travelling height. The traveling height in the
constant acceleration motion is given by

∆h = h− h0 =
1

2
at2 + v0t. (3)

We calculate the contribution of acceleration to the
CME traveling height. The equation is represented by

1

2
at2 = k∆h

v0t = (1− k)∆h,
(4)

where k represents the contribution. We use 10% of
the contribution ratio (k = 0.1) for our criterion. In
other words, we classify the CME motion as follow: (1)
the deceleration group if k < −0.1, (2) the constant
velocity group if −0.1 ≤ k ≤ 0.1, (3) the acceleration
group if k > 0.1. As result, we obtain 1,068 CMEs for
the deceleration, 1,753 CMEs for the constant velocity,
and 1,443 CMEs for the acceleration.
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Figure 2. Height-time data of the 2009–Oct–21 CME (a)
for 25 hours and 2015–Jun–18 CME (b) for 2.5 hours. The
open circle indicates the measurement points. The solid
and dashed lines are the linear and quadratic fitting lines,
respectively. The speeds obtained from the linear fittings
are 143 (a) and 1,717 km/s (b). The accelerations obtained
from the quadratic fittings are 1.8 (a) and 32.2 m/s2 (b).

3.3. Classification by Visual Inspection

In this study we visually inspect height-time data of
all CMEs whether their quadratic fitting line are sim-
ilar to the linear ones or not. If the quadratic line is
noticeably different from the linear one and the sign
of the second order coefficient of the quadratic line is
positive, as shown in Figure 2a, we regard the CME
motion as acceleration. If the quadratic line is hardly
distinguishable from the linear one, as shown in Fig-
ure 2b, we regard the CME motion as constant veloc-
ity. In this way, we visually classify 4,264 CMEs into
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Figure 3. The histograms of CME motions classified by frac-
tional speed variation (a), height contribution (b), and vi-
sual inspection (c) as a function of CME speed which is
obtained by linear fit to the height-time measurements for
each CME. The white, gray, and black bars indicate the
number of deceleration, constant velocity, and acceleration
motions, respectively.

three groups. As a result, we obtain 861 CMEs for
the deceleration, 2,136 CMEs for the constant velocity,
and 1,267 CMEs for the acceleration. It is interest-
ing to note that the height-time profile of a very slow
CME (Figure 2a) with 143 km/s and 1.8 m/s2 is much
more visually curved than that of a very fast CME (Fig-
ure 2b) with 1,717 km/s and 32.2 m/s2.

The criteria of three methods have different charac-
teristics and some weaknesses. The criterion of classifi-
cation by fractional speed variation relies on the contri-
bution of acceleration, duration time, and initial speed

Figure 4. Fractions of CME motions classified by fractional
speed variation (dashed line with diamond symbol), height
contribution (dotted line with triangle symbol), and visual
inspection (solid line with circle symbol) as a function of
CME speed. The blue, green, and red colors indicate the
fraction of deceleration, constant velocity, and acceleration
motions, respectively.

to CME motion. It is noted that this method is very
sensitive to initial speed; for example, CMEs with very
low speeds are mostly classified as acceleration or de-
celeration, or CMEs with very high speeds are mostly
classified as constant velocity motion. In the classifica-
tion by height contribution, the criterion considers the
contribution of acceleration, duration time, and initial
speed to CME motion. To classify, we use 10% of the
contribution ratio (k = 0.1) which is arbitrary crite-
rion. The visual inspection method is only visually de-
termined using height-time plots without any specific
assumption except that it is time consuming.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Three Distinct Types of CME Kinematic Motions

We classify CME motions into three groups by three dif-
ferent methods described in the previous section. Fig-
ure 3 shows the histograms of CME motions as a func-
tion of CME linear speed for three different methods.
The classification by fractional speed variation gives
518 CMEs for deceleration (12%), 2,523 CMEs for con-
stant velocity (59%), and 1,223 CMEs for acceleration
(29%). The classification by height contribution gives
1,068 CMEs for deceleration (25%), 1,753 CMEs for
constant velocity (41%), and 1,443 CMEs for acceler-
ation (34%). Similarly, the classification by visual in-
spection gives 861 (20%), 2,136 (50%), and 1,267 (30%)
CMEs for three groups. The fractions of three motion
groups for all methods are similar to one another. The
fractions of the constant velocity groups are compara-
ble to the sum of the other two groups. Our results
show that the CME motions are clearly divided into
three groups rather than only constant velocity motion.
According to these methods, we find that a significant
portion of the CMEs apparently accelerate or decelerate
in 4–30 R⊙.
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Table 1
The cross comparison table between classification height contribution and visual inspection

Classification by visual inspection

Motion group Deceleration Constant velocity Acceleration Total

Classification
by height

contribution

Deceleration 828 240 0 1,068
Constant velocity 33 1,675 45 1,753

Acceleration 0 221 1,222 1,443
Total 861 2,136 1,267 4,264

Table 2
The fractions of motion groups with three speed groups classified by visual inspection

Motion group
Low speed Middle speed High speed

(100–300 km/s) (600–800 km/s) (1,100–1,300 km/s)

Deceleration 128 (17%) 169 (23%) 28 (26%)
Constant velocity 274 (37%) 419 (57%) 71 (67%)

Acceleration 338 (45%) 141 (19%) 7 ( 6%)
Total 740 729 106

4.2. Fraction of Three Types of CME Motions
Depending on Their Speeds

We study the fractions of three motions classified by
three methods as a function of CME speed. Figure 4
shows the fractions of three motions classified by three
methods as a function of CME speed. From this, we
find that the fractions of three motion groups classified
by each method are similar to one another. We also find
that the acceleration motion is dominant for low speed
CMEs and decreases as the CME speed increases. On
the other hand, the constant velocity motion becomes
dominant when the CME speed is over 400 km/s, a
typical solar wind speed. The fraction of deceleration
motion slightly increase with CME speed, especially for
the visual inspection method.

From these three methods, we check how many
CMEs in three groups classified by the height contribu-
tion and fractional speed variation are coincident with
those classified by visual inspection. Table 1 shows a
cross comparison table between motion groups classified
by height contribution and visual inspection. The num-
ber of coincident events is represented in the diagonal
elements which are 828, 1,675, and 1,227. The percent-
age of total coincident CMEs is about 87%. Similarly,
the percentage of total coincident CMEs is about 86%
between motion groups classified by fractional speed
variation and visual inspection.

We think that the visual inspection method is
promising in that all CME height-time data and their
fittings are directly inspected. Other two methods have
specific assumptions (1σ, and k = 1), though these as-
sumptions are driven from the statistical estimation.
Whereas the visual inspection method classifies the
CMEs motions without arbitrary criteria and CMEs
properties. As shown Figure 2b, there is one serious dis-
advantage of the acceleration method. Even the CME

has a large acceleration value (a = 32.2 m/s2), two dif-
ferent fittings (linear and quadratic) are almost same.
It is noted that this CME is identified as the constant
velocity motion by the visual inspection method. We
further investigate the characteristics of CME motions
classified by visual inspection as an example of the three
methods.

We divide the CME speed into three groups: low
speed (100–300 km/s), middle speed (600–800 km/s),
and high speed (1,100–1,300 km/s), and then estimate
their fractions shown in Table 2. It is found that the ac-
celeration motion is dominant in the low speed CMEs
(45%). The fraction of constant velocity motion in-
creases from 37% to 67% with CME speed and domi-
nates in both middle and high speed CMEs (57% and
63%). The fraction of deceleration motion increases
from 17% to 26% with CME speed.

Our results can be explained by considering the
relative contributions of Lorentz and drag forces to a
net force acting on a CME. According to Vrsnak et al.
(2004), the motion of CME can be described as
an = aL − g − ad, where an, aL, g, and ad are the
net acceleration, any residual acceleration due to
Lorentz force, gravitational acceleration constant, and
drag, respectively. The drag force is usually ex-
pressed in the form (Cargill et al. 1996; Cargill 2004):
ad = γ(v − w) |v − w|, where v, w, and γ are the CME
speed, solar wind speed, and a parameter associated
with the cross section of CME, respectively. It is noted
that the gravitational acceleration can be neglected in
high corona such as LASCO C3 field of view since it is
proportional to (1+h)−2. We assume that aL is mostly
positive since all CMEs are successfully erupted. Based
on the formula, if v < w, then ad < 0, thus an is mostly
positive, implying that the CMEs mostly accelerate in
low speed as seen in Table 2.
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Table 3
The fractions of motion groups classified by visual inspection as a function of CME speed depending on solar activity

Solar cycle Motion group
Low speed Middle speed High speed

(100–300 km/s) (600–800 km/s) (1,100–1,300 km/s)

Deceleration 13 (11%) 31 (16%) 4 (14%)
Solar maximum period Constant velocity 66 (57%) 139 (70%) 25 (86%)

(2000–2003) Acceleration 37 (32%) 28 (14%) 0 ( 0%)
Total 116 198 29

Deceleration 5 ( 6%) 1 (10%) —
Solar minimum period Constant velocity 24 (30%) 7 (70%) —

(2006–2009) Acceleration 52 (64%) 2 (20%) —
Total 81 10 —

In Table 2, a portion of CMEs show decelera-
tion motions (26%) in high speed CMEs, which can be
mainly explained by dominant drag forces (Vrsnak et al.
2004). In other words, if v > w and ad > aL, then
an < 0, implying that the CME decelerates. On the
other hand, a significant fraction of CMEs show the
constant velocity motions (67%) in high speed CMEs.
This could be explained if the Lorentz forces are com-
parable with their corresponding drag forces.

These results support the previous studies (Gopal-
swamy et al. 2000; Andrews & Howard 2001; Shamu-
garaju et al. 2013). Those studies found that the slow
CMEs accelerate, and the fast CMEs have constant ve-
locity motions. But our study shows that there are a re-
markable portions of constant velocity motions in slow
CMEs and deceleration motions in fast CMEs. Also the
constant velocity motions have a significant portion in
whole CMEs speed distributions. We guess these differ-
ences come from the classification criteria. The previ-
ous studies used only acceleration values to classify the
CMEs motion, but we use several methods and criteria.
The visual inspection method has no specific assump-
tion and criteria compared with previous and our other
two methods.

4.3. Fractions of Three Types of CME Motions
Depending on Solar Cycle Phase

We examine a dependence of three types of motions on
solar cycle phase. Figure 5 shows the fraction of CME
motions classified by visual inspection together with
yearly sunspot number as a function of year. The frac-
tion of acceleration motion is roughly anti-correlated
with solar activity characterized by yearly sunspot num-
ber. It had a minimum value at solar maximum phase
and had a peak at solar minimum phase. On the other
hand, the fraction of constant velocity motion is corre-
lated with solar activity.

The fraction of acceleration motion is approxi-
mately 0.5–0.7 in the solar minimum phase, while it
is 0.1–0.2 in the solar maximum phase. The fraction
of constant velocity motion seems to resemble the so-
lar activity cycle such as sunspot number. The con-
stant velocity motion is dominant in the solar maxi-
mum phase (2000–2003), while the acceleration motion
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Figure 5. Fraction of CME motion classified by visual in-
spection with yearly sunspot number as a function of year.
The blue, green, red, and black colors indicate the fraction
of deceleration, constant velocity, acceleration motions, and
sunspot number, respectively.

is dominant in the solar minimum phase (2006–2009),
which is roughly anti-correlated with the solar activity
cycle.

We examine the fraction of three motion groups
with different CME speeds in the solar maximum
(2000–2003) and minimum phase (2006–2009). Table 3
shows the fractions of three groups classified by visual
inspection for different CME speeds depending on solar
cycle phase. For the low speed CMEs, the acceleration
motion is dominant in the minimum phase (64%) com-
pared to the maximum phase (32%). During the solar
maximum phase, the constant velocity motion is dom-
inant for all three groups of CME speeds. During the
solar minimum phase, there is no high speed CME and
most of the CMEs belong to the low speed group.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have classified 4,264 CMEs into three motion
groups: deceleration, constant velocity, and accelera-
tion motions. There have been many attempts to clas-
sify CMEs (mostly less than hundred events) collected
by authors for their own purpose. Our study is the
first attempt to make a statistical study of 4,264 CMEs
larger than 60 degrees of angular width.
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Using the constant acceleration model, we devise
the three classification methods by fractional speed
variation, height contribution, and visual inspection.
We investigate the histograms and fractions of the CME
motions classified by three methods as a function of
CME speed. Major results can be summarized as fol-
lows. From all three methods we obtain the fractions
of three types of motions: approximately 20%, 50%,
and 30% for deceleration, constant velocity, accelera-
tion groups, respectively. These three methods show
similar fractions of the three motions and similar de-
pendence on CME speed. The fractions of constant
velocity and deceleration increase with CME speed and
that of acceleration decreases as CME speed increases.
The percentage of coincident events between a pair of
methods is about 87%.

We also find that kinematics of CMEs in the
LASCO C3 FOV is clearly classified into three motion
groups rather than only a single constant velocity group
(Zhang & Dere 2006). This indicates that a significant
portion of CMEs accelerate or decelerate in the outer
corona. According to the classification by visual in-
spection, low speed CMEs (45%) and high speed CMEs
(26%) show acceleration and deceleration, respectively,
interpreting as the drag force play a significant role in
the outer corona (Vrsnak et al. 2004). On the other
hand, we note that a large portion of high speed CMEs
(63%) show constant velocity motions, implying that
Lorentz forces are comparable with the drag forces.
This fact implies that the Lorentz forces still play im-
portant roles in the evolution of CMEs in the outer
corona (e.g., Sachdeva et al. 2015, 2017). We also find
the dependence of the tendency of CME kinematics on
solar cycle phase; the low speed CMEs during the so-
lar minimum period tend to accelerate (64%) and the
fast speed CMEs during the solar maximum period are
likely to show constant velocity motions (86%). Our
classification methods and results may be useful for un-
derstanding the CME motions and the CME evolution
in interplanetary field (Zhang & Dere 2006; Manohran
2006). We suggest the new CME classification methods
and new CME properties; 1σ, k, and the visual inspec-
tion. These methods and properties may give a new
insight to study the CME motions.

We have tried several arbitrary criteria: 1σ for the
fractional speed variation method, and k = 0.1 for the
height contribution method. Among three classification
methods, we recommend the visual inspection method
to classify CME motions since all CME motions are vi-
sually inspected without any specific assumption. How-
ever, it takes a lot of time for us to use the visual in-
spection method to classify a number of CMEs. As an
alternative, we also recommend the height contribution
method since its fractions are mostly similar to those of
the visual inspection method. Therefore we recommend
classification by visual inspection for case studies, and
use classification by height contribution for statistical
studies.
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